Cyber Security Guidance for Schools
Management Summary

Schools are very reliant on a wide range of internet based services for day-to-day operatons
and actvites but such reliance brings with it certain risks.
This Guidance provides Senior Managers and Governors with (1) a broad overview of the
range of online threats that an internet connecton exposes their schools to, and (2) directs
them to tools which can be used to develop a robust cybersecurity policy to avoid or
mitgate these risks.
Critcally, it is essental that schools understand how their network is protected, and by
whom, if security incidents are to be understood and dealt with efectvely.
Drawing heavily on two partcular organisatons - the Natonal Cyber Security Centre (NCSC,
part of GCHQ) and Centre for Internet Security (CIS) - this guidance provides the educaton
context for the detailed, generally business oriented, advice available online.
A quote from the NCSC that is well worth bearing in mind in all discussions about
cybersecurity is:
All organisatons ave somet ing of value t at is wort somet ing to
ot ers. If you openly demonstrate weaknesses in your approac to
cybersecurity by failing to do t e basics, you will experience some form of
cyber incident.
Whether you run a school, university, SME or multnatonal you have something of value
which may provide the incentve for an atack. And everyone is likely to experience an
cybersecurity incident at some point: good cybersecurity will make an atack less likely to
succeed and will mitgate the impact of any cyber related incident.
Two specifc sets of documents are referred to in this Guidance (10 Steps to Cyber Security
and 20 Controls) which cover all facets of a comprehensive approach to cybersecurity. This
may take the form of a dedicated policy document or embedding it into other documents as
appropriate (e.g. the Acceptable Use Policy).
While 10-steps ofers a very readable overview, the 20-controls are aimed at the IT
professionals charged with implementng cybersecurity and provide fne-grained, detailed,
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advice. We have, in additon, provided extra details in two specifc areas - frewalls and
email - which we feel have their own partcular issues within schools.
Being aware of the range of cybersecurity threats will enable senior managers to ask
appropriate questons of the staf responsible for these areas, be they in-house or third
party providers, and to ensure they have a robust cybersecurity strategy in place.
The thread landscape is outlined with reference to the NCSC’s detailed paper - Common
Cyber Atacks - where they note the diferent skills sets of atackers and defne targeted and
un-targeted atacks. The reported rise in cybercrime against Academy Trusts, in partcular,
and schools more generally is also noted.
A high percentage of atempted atacks can be avoided by basic cybersecurity measures: the
NCSC’s Cyber Essentals website provides advice on these basic measures and a certfcaton
process for organisatons to demonstrated their good practce. This certfcaton also
provides a benchmark when looking to engage third party IT service providers.
There then follows an outline of the NCSC’s “10 Steps”. Each of the steps is briefy explained
with some educaton context and a link to the full documentaton. Addressing each of these
areas in a school will go a long way to reducing the possibility of sufering a cyber incident
and, at the very least, mitgatng its efect.
Once an approach to cybersecurity has been agreed there is stll the challenge of
implementng it. This could take the form of a dedicated cybersecurity policy document, or
by embedding statements, as appropriate, in other policy documents - such as the
Acceptable Use Policy, for example.
A cybersecurity policy (however documented) cannot be statc: it must be managed,
maintained and reviewed in the light of new and emerging issues and risks. Depending on
the skills available this management may be undertaken by in-house staf or, for example,
by a third party as part of the school’s general IT support.
An appreciaton of the wider network - e.g. the fact that many other schools are likely to be
connected to the same local authority or RBC - emphasises the need to protect not just your
own school but the others on the same, wider, network. A virus introduced into your
network could, for example, then go on to infect all schools connected through the same
provider.
In additon to the technical aspects of implementng a cybersecurity policy, the importance
of encouraging a cybersecurity “mindset” in staf and students through engagement and
training is also emphasised.

The NCSC has assisted in the review of this guidance.
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Cyber Security Guidance for Schools
Introduction
Schools, just like other commercial and public sector insttutons, are reliant upon both their
local IT systems and networked services delivered over their broadband connecton for dayto-day operatons and actvites. While these technologies bring a huge range of
opportunites and benefts, they also bring risks.
The most common are shown in this infographic from the Natonal Cyber Security Centre
(NCSC) site and covered in more detail in their Common cyber atacks: reducing the impact
paper (2016) where they note that every organisaton is a potental victm - and schools are
no excepton:
All organisatons ave somet ing of value t at is wort somet ing to ot ers. If you
openly demonstrate weaknesses in your approac to cybersecurity by failing to do
t e basics, you will experience some form of cyber atack. pp5
In additon, the NCSC have recently (June, 2019) produced two new sets of guidance for
small and medium sized organisatons, which would include schools and Academy Trusts.
These cover Cyber Security in general and, if you are unfortunate enough to sufer an
incident, how best to respond and recover.
To avoid becoming a victm - or at least reduce the chances and mitgate the impact of an
atack - schools need to put appropriate mechanisms in place to maintain the integrity and
availability of their network services and resources. The evidence is that atacks are
increasing in both number and complexity.
And it is very easy to become the victm of an atack.
For example, recently (March, 2019) GCSE coursework was lost in a cyber atack on a school
in Bridport and the government, also in March 2019, sent a reminder to all Academy Trusts
about the risk of fraud as there has been a “…signifcant increase in incidents of cybercrime
against academy trusts in the past year…”.
In additon, it is important to remember that security threats and incidents do not just come
from outside the insttuton: internal users can pose a threat too, intentonally or otherwise.
This document, intended for school leaders, provides an overview of how schools should
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manage their cybersecurity in a “big-picture” sense. Being aware of the issues, the range of
threats, and the techniques used to protect the network should enable them to ask
appropriate questons of the staf responsible for these areas be they in-house or third party
providers. Links to other informaton are embedded in the document and a list of useful
links is provided at the end.
It should also allow them to appreciate, and be sympathetc to, requests from their network
staf for increased security measures. For example, staf may, if unaware of the security
benefts, perceive two factor authentcaton as merely an inconvenience.
It is essental that schools understand how their network is protected, and by whom, if
incidents are to be understood and dealt with efectvely.
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Structure and Purpose
The aim of this guidance document is twofold:
- to provide senior managers with a broad overview of the range of cyber threats,
which any organisaton is open to when they use networked services over a broadband
connecton and
- to direct senior managers to tools which can be used to develop and document an
approach to cybersecurity which protects themselves, their school, and their users. This may
take the form of a dedicated cybersecurity policy document, or by embedding statements,
as appropriate, in other policy documents - such as the Acceptable Use Policy, for example.
Further references to a cybersecurity policy should be taken to cover both these possible
formats.
We do not intend to repeat the ofen excellent, detailed advice already available from
various organisaton but to bring some of it together in an accessible form. All online advice
is, by defniton, general advice and unlikely to be a perfect ft for any partcular school. It is
important, therefore, that schools take care to consider their own environment when
deciding what advice to act upon.
This guidance draws heavily on two partcular organisatons: the Natonal Cyber Security
Centre (NCSC) and the Centre for Internet Security (CIS).
The NCSC is part of the Government Communicatons Headquarters (universally known as
GCHQ) which “…is part of t e team w ic protects t e UK, along wit law enforcement and
t e ot er intelligence agencies. Working wit HMG and industry, we defend Government
systems from cyber t reat, provide support to t e Armed Forces and strive to keep t e public
safe, in real life and online.” [What we do]
The Centre for Internet security (CIS) is an internatonal, non proft organisaton which
developed and maintains the CIS Controls - the global standard and recognised best practce
for securing IT systems and data against the cyber atacks. These proven guidelines are
contnuously refned and verifed by a global, volunteer community of experienced IT
professionals.
In partcular we refer to the NCSC’s The 10 Steps to Cyber Security and the CIS Controls.
Both these tools, while couched in business terminology is just as appropriate for any
managed IT environment which, of course, includes schools and others in Educaton.
The 10-steps documentaton provides a high level overview of what general areas need to
be considered in putng together a cybersecurity policy. This is complemented by the CIS
Controls which give much fner grained, specifc advice and recommendatons for IT the
professionals charged with implementng cybersecurity under each of the twenty areas they
defne.
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By highlightng how partcular elements of these tools apply in the school/educaton
context, this guidance will assist schools develop an appropriate and efectve security policy
combining the key elements of pro-actve preventatve actonss a reliable, tested backup
regimes and user educaton. While such a policy will not guarantee a school will not sufer
an atack it will mitgate the damage if one does occur.

The Threat Landscape
The NCSC’s Common cyber atacks: reducing the impact paper (2018)[download the full pdf]
and their more recently produced (March 2019) Board Tookit both provide useful
informaton on various types of threat. In partcular, they make the distncton between
those based on well known and understood techniques which can be guarded against and
the highly sophistcated atacks using advanced methods to access well defended networks
which are very much rarer. Schools are unlikely to be the target of such an atach which
requires considerable, sustained efort to undertake.
It is important to appreciate this point: the majority of atacks can be prevented by the
proper implementaton of the basic cybersecurity principles outlined in The 10 Steps to
Cyber Security and the Cyber Essentals (also provided by the NCSC) website.
A further distncton is made between Targeted and Un-targeted atacks. Un-targeted
atacked are where the atack is indiscriminate and has no partcular target in mind. So, for
example, sending phishing emails to a large number of people asking for sensitve
informaton or scanning large numbers of random devices looking for vulnerabilites.
Targeted atacks, on the other hand, are against a specifc individual or organisaton:
perhaps the atackers have a partcular interest in your school or are being paid to atack it.
This is, probably, less likely in the schools’ context but not impossible. See, for example, this
story quoted in the TES (Jan, 2018). Similarly, the reported rise in cybercrime against
Academy Trusts are likely to be mainly targeted atacks which could have severe
consequences for the Trust.
The most common forms of targeted atacks are DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service),
targeted phishing emails, ”spear-phishing”, and social engineering (for example, telephone
calls purportng to come from an ofcial source requestng informaton then used in a cyber
atack). Schools should ensure that all administraton staf are aware of this type of fraud,
and that parents are also advised to be vigilant and to scrutnise requests to amend
payment procedures.
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Cyber Essentials
One of the services ofered by the NCSC is their Cyber Essentals website which provides
both basic, simple to follow advice on cyber security and a path to certfcaton. As part of
GCHQ the Cyber Essental Certfcaton is Government backed scheme and designed to help
organisatons, of whatever size, protect themselves against a whole range of the most
common cyber atacks.
Cyber atacks come in many shapes and sizes, but the vast majority are quite
straightforward in nature and carried out by relatvely unskilled individuals: the digital
equivalent of a thief trying your front door to see if it is unlocked.
Their advice is designed to prevent these atacks and explains in more detail fve
fundamental steps to making your organisaton more secure:
1)

Use a frewall to secure your internet connecton

2)

Choose the most secure setngs for your devices and sofware

3)

Control who has access to your data and services

4)

Protect yourself from viruses and other malware

5)

Keep your devices and sofware up to date.

A Conclusion and Checklist that you can use to check your current understanding is also
provided. The explanatons under each of the fve headings includes reference to what is
required to gain the Cyber Essentals Certfcaton.
By working towards the Cyber Essentals Certfcaton you show your stakeholders that you
take cybersecurity seriously, and provide yourself with some reassurance that you are
making your organisaton more secure. You can also use their Directory to check whether
third party suppliers are themselves certfed.
Certfcaton can either by via a self assessment questonnaire or, for Cyber Essentals Plus,
the mitgatons in place will be validated by an independent certfcaton body.
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Ten steps for managing cybersecurity
While the Cyber Essentals advice and certfcaton process ofers basic advice a more
detailed and comprehensive cyber security strategy is provided by the NCSC in their
collecton of webpages under the heading 10 Steps to Cyber Security.
There is an Executve Summary which provides a quick overview of the 10 steps and more
detailed technical advice sheets covering each step. Each sheet is writen in relatvely
accessible language and in “high level” terms for business managers rather than being
deeply technical. However, they cover each step in very generic terms which may be difcult
to interpret in the school context with its wide variety of interested partes - students,
parents, administrators, teaching staf, governors, and range of third party providers from
technical support to examinaton boards.
That being said, these 10-steps do provide a helpful framework for implementng a
cybersecurity policy and are just as relevant to schools as to other organisaton that need to
keep their network services, data and users secure.

Source:htps://s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/ncsc-content/fles/NCSC%2010%20Steps%20To%20Cyber%20Security%20NCSC.pdf

The following provides links to each of the advice webpages together with some schoolrelated context.
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1. Information risk management regime
This involves recognising that senior management and governors are responsible for setngs
the overall approach to cybersecurity. They must ensure it is implemented and documented
appropriately, and that all users (both staf and student) understand and adhere to it.
This cybersecurity policy should sets out the approach for managing risks, issues and
incidents and be regularly reviewed. It should also inform, or be part of, the school’s IT
acceptable use policy (AUP)s this is a key document which should set out everything end
users need to know in an accessible way.
2. Secure confguration
This means, for example, keeping an inventory of all school IT hardware and sofware, and
making sure that policies and procedures are in place to ensure all changes (e.g.
confguraton changes, new sofware installatons, etc) are authorised, documented and
implemented appropriately. These inventories should include all school hardware and
sofware, including school-provided mobile phones which need to be kept secure through
locking and password policies and regularly updated to the latest operatng system.
Processes should be established for monitoring and updatng systems as requireds for
example, when new versions of sofware (including operatng systems, web browsers and
plugins) are released, when security patches become available or when hardware or
sofware goes “end of life”.
All hardware, operatng systems and sofware should be “locked down” to prevent user
access to setngs or facilites which could compromise network security, either maliciously
or accidentally - e.g. system network setngs.
3. Home and mobile working
Pupils and staf need to be able to access school systems remotely from a range of devices,
in order to extend learning opportunites or support administratve functons. The use of
staf laptops at home brings with it the risk of unauthorised access to, and loss of, sensitve
informaton when used of the school network. This may be through access to data stored
directly on the laptop or, via the remote access client, to data stored on the school network
itself.
Staf may also use their own laptops or mobile phones which may be less secure in terms of
passwords, multple users, etc. If these are to be allowed to remotely access the school’s
data then special consideraton will need to be given to how best to achieve this in a secure
manner.
User educaton is paramount in this areas technical strategies should include encryptng
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school-owned devices to prevent unauthorised access and use. Schools must include
consideraton of remote and mobile working in their overall security policy, partcularly in
relaton to securing teacher laptops that are used in school, at home and potentally other
locatons as well.
4. Incident management
The nature and range of issues and threats suggests that all schools will experience a
cybersecurity incident at some point. Having plans and procedures in place for logging,
reportng, monitoring and dealing with incidents will minimise any damage or disrupton.
While it is good to have a plan, it is difcult to test or realistcally practce it. The NCSC’s free
Exercise in a Box can help by providing a range of exercises you can take in your own tme
and in a safe environment to test your school's response to a cyber incident. It ofers tabletop exercises as well as simulated exercises for more technical staf.
Mitgaton of risk can take many forms including, among others, specialist training, data
backup and recovery testng, etc. Each of these will incur some level of expense and
individual schools will need to weigh up the cost against the potental beneft of any acton
they consider in their partcular circumstances.
Afer an incident has been dealt with there should be a recognised process for discovering
what happened, how, and what damage was done so that lessons can be a learned. This
may lead to, for example, device confguraton changes, sofware upgrades, and/or security
process changes.
The process for the internal management of any incident is important for reducing its
impact and learning lessons but the wider community must also be considered. For anything
but the most trivial of incidents the process must include reportng outside the school: the
local authority or Academy Trust, for example. Incidents involving data thef or compromise
may need to reported to the ICO (Informaton Commissioner’s Ofce). More serious
incidents, partcularly those incurring a fnancial cost, should be reported to the police at
Acton Fraud.
5. Malware prevention
Malware is any malicious code or content which could damage the confdentality, integrity
and availability of a school’s network and IT services. It can proliferate in many ways, for
example, via email atachments, cloud based storage, social media platforms, malicious
websites or removable media.
The risks from malware can be mitgated by, for example, using antvirus and malware
scanning sofware, web fltering to block access to known malicious websites and
encouraging appropriate user behaviours in accordance with the AUP.
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This video “Top Tips for Staf” from the NCSC may be a useful resource for staf cyber
awareness training and is free to pull into local learning management systems.
6. Managing user privileges
Controlling what individual users can and cannot do is crucial to keeping the network
secure. User privileges need to be diferentated (e.g. IT staf, teaching staf and students
clearly have divergent needs for access) and set appropriately so that all users can access
the data and facilites they do require but not those they do not need.
There should be procedures for creatng, managing and deletng user accounts. Automated
user provisioning systems can provide a way to manage user accounts, including
automatcally deletng the accounts of users that have lef the school.
Password management processes and policies can ensure that passwords are strong. There
is the NCSC’s advice on password administraton including a guide to password managers
(1Password, is just one example) which may be considered for both staf and pupils to
manage multple passwords. Most also provide the facility to generate strong passwords.
The “three-random-word” technique can ofen prove a popular, ‘user-friendly’ way to
generate a secure password: many password managers can suggest these.
Monitoring user actvity is also important. It is advisable to inform all users that their
network usage may be monitored: the key document for this is the school’s IT acceptable
use policy (AUP). It is essental that all users are aware of, and understand, the AUP which
should be regularly reviewed and updated.
7. Monitoring
Monitoring systems, network trafc and user actvity allows atacks and other cybersecurity
incidents to be quickly detected and responded to. It is important to preserve event logs as
potental evidence in dealing with any, as yet undiscovered, breach.
It is essental that key individuals are tasked with reviewing the output of any monitoring
systems and responding to alarms and alerts. Reports, logs and alarms are all useless if no
one is responsible, or has the tme, to look at or respond to them. For example, repeated
failed remote log-in atempts to a server may indicate a ‘brute force’ atack is underway. If
an alert is generated and acted upon at this point the threat can be averted.

8. Network security
A school’s broadband connecton(s) to the internet (provided by the local authority, regional
broadband consortum, or commercial ISP) can be the route of an atack. Cloud services and
mobile/remote working provide external access to the local network which could be utlised
for an atack. Policies and technologies should be implemented to reduce the likelihood of
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such an external atack.
Both external and internal atacks must be considered with security controls in place to
protect against both by:
(a) managing the network perimeter through the use of frewalls to prevent intrusion
and other sofware/hardware (e.g. ant-malware, ant-virus, web-content fltering, emailfltering, etc.) to prevent malicious content being imported into the network.
(b) protectng the internal network by monitoring actvity, dividing the network
(especially separatng and securing wi-f access for internal users and guests), secure
administraton practces (e.g. reviewing access logs, deletng the accounts of former staf
and pupils), etc.
It is important to remember that a security incident in one school could have an impact on
many other schools and organisatons. For example, a successful denial of service atack
against one school may food a local authority or regional network with trafc, afectng
many schools although only one was targeted. Schools, therefore, not only have
responsibilites in relaton to their own users but to other schools and insttutons they share
network services and infrastructure with. It is thus doubly important that all security
sofware and devices are maintained regularly with an agreed procedure to ensure the most
up-to-date patches/upgrades/updates are applied in a tmely manner. Many applicatons
and operatng systems provide for automated updates so litle interventon is required
other than its inital confguraton.
How to ensure security across mult-site schools that share a single network also needs to
be considered. Whilst collaboraton between such sites is important it must be implemented
in a way that does not compromise overall network security.
Similarly, schools will need to consider how to provision wireless network access for guests.
Typically, users of this type of service should be prevented from accessing certain internal
resources (shared storage areas, for example). This is ofen achieved by separatng such
“open” wireless networks from the rest of the network: both wireless and wired. For
example, virtual local area networks (VLANs) can be employed to group and manage
wireless access points and users appropriately.
9. Removable media controls
Removable media (USB drives, for example) provide a common route for the introducton of
inappropriate content into the network (including pornographic images and malware) and
the accidental or deliberate export of sensitve data.
It is very important to control what can enter and leave the school via removable media and
personal devices, so schools should be clear about any business/educatonal need to use
removable media and apply appropriate security controls.
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In additon to sensible limits on the general use of removable media there should be
restrictons set on sensitve data itself being copied onto any other device. Holding such
data centrally negates the need for it to be copied or moved. As such a central store will be
an absolutely critcal resource for the school access to it, both remotely and locally, will
need to be provided in a very secure manner.
10. User education and awareness
Educatng and training is essental so that all users understand their cybersecurity obligatons
and responsibilites but in the context of a “no blame” culture (See A positve security
culture). All users, whether staf or pupils, should feel secure in the knowledge that being
open when things go wrong will not result in sanctons but be used to improve the network’s
security. Sanctons should only be considered where there was intent to cause harm - but
this is rarely the case.
All new users (whether staf or pupils) should have some inducton training as soon as
possible.
While specifcally about primary schools the Shipton Report Improving e-safety in primary
schools (2011) provides useful advice applicable to all schools on both staf training and on
getng the message across to students and parents (pp8-12).
As well as teaching students about cybersecurity as a “consumer” it is also useful to provide
technical security training material which reinforces the message that computer systems can
be compromised and you need to protect yourself. Such training can also encourage those
students interested in IT to see cybersecurity as a possible career path. Cyber Security
Challenge UK provides training material, events, and compettons at school, FE and HE level
with sponsorship from both government and industry.
Cyberfrst is a scheme run by GCHQ and NCSC, launched in 2016 originally for university
students and 11-19 year olds to explore their passion for tech by introducing them to the
world of cyber security. The net is wider now with opportunites for older adults as well!
As stated above, (4), schools should have a user security policy embedded within their AUP.
As new threats contnue to emerge, these need to be reviewed and refreshed regularly. Key
aspects for end users include password policies, use of removable media/personal devices in
school and remote access to the school network (staf remote access to the school
management informaton system, for example).
Schools should, as noted above, encourage a positve, just cybersecurity culture: the key is
ensuring that everyone understands the risks, their own responsibilites in relaton to them
and feels comfortable sharing any concerns they may have with those in authority.
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How to get started
The Centre for Internet Security (CIS) produces a set of 20 Controls (Version 7 at the tme of
writng) that, to quote from the introducton,
… are a prioritsed set of actons t at collectvely form a defenceiinidept set of
best practces t at mitgate t e most common atacks against systems and
networks. T e CIS Controls are developed by a community of IT experts w o apply
t eir frsti and experience as cyber defenders to create t ese globally accepted
security best practces. T e experts w o develop t e CIS Controls come from a
wide range of sectors including retail, manufacturing, ealt care, educaton,
government, defence, and ot ers.
The CIS Controls are divided into three broad categories - Basic (“Cyber Hygiene”),
Foundatonal, and Organisatonal. Where the 10 steps provide a relatvely broad brush
approach to understanding the tasks and processes required to implement a Cybersecurity
strategy the 20 CIS Controls provide a much more detailed and, with the supportng
documentaton, technical breakdown of each element.
The complexity of developing a full, efectve, cybersecurity strategy can easily overwhelm
the limited resources (both technical and managerial) available to schools. Taken together
the 10 Steps and CIS Controls documents can help break the problem down into manageable
chucks which can be implemented over tme.
The frst six of the CIS Controls (Basic) provide a good startng point:
“CIS Controls 1 t roug 6 are essental to success and s ould be considered among
t e very frst t ings to be done. We refer to t ese as CCyber Hygiene” – t e basic
t ings t at you must do to create a strong foundaton for your defence.“ [CIS
controls]
1.

2.

Inventory and Control of Hardware Assets: Actvely manage all hardware devices on
the network so that only authorised devices are given access, and unauthorised and
unmanaged devices are discovered and prevented from gaining access.
Staf or pupils using their own devices need special consideraton in that they
can be authorised (by registering a MAC address with the network, for example) but
are not directly managed. However, some specifc requirements (e.g. insistng on the
installaton of approved ant-virus sofware) can be set before the device is
authorised. “Guest” devices can be given limited access (e.g. to a separate, dedicated
Wi-Fi network with internet access only).
Inventory and Control of Sofware Assets: Actvely manage all sofware on the
network so that only authorised sofware is installed and can execute, and that
unauthorised sofware is found and prevented from installaton or executon.
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3.

4.

5.

6.

Continuous Vulnerability Management: Contnuously acquire, assess, and take
acton on new informaton in order to identfy vulnerabilites, remediate, and
minimise the window of opportunity for atackers: for example, patch systems and
sofware as soon as possible and use automatc updatng where possible. When
outdated systems can no longer be patched any beneft from using the legacy
sofware must be carefully weighed again the risk of compromise.
Controlled use of Administrative Privileges: The misuse of administratve privileges
(e.g. using the ‘root’ user to perform mundane tasks) is a primary method for
atackers to spread inside a network. The more extensively administratve rights are
distributed among users and used to carry out tasks which do not require such a high
level of access, the greater the likelihood the privilege will be compromised at some
point.
Secure Confguration for Hardware and Sofware on all devices: Establish,
implement, and actvely manage the security confguraton of all devices which
connect to the network using a confguraton management and change control
process in order to prevent atackers from exploitng vulnerable services and setngs.
For example, network setngs (IP address, gateway, web proxy, etc) should be set
automatcally and not modifable by a user.
Maintenance, Monitoring and Analysis of Audit Logs: Collect, manage, and analyse
audit logs of events that could help detect, understand, or recover from an atack.

Whilst these Basic controls ofer a helpful startng point it is important that a school’s
cybersecurity policy encompasses all of the 10 steps described previously. The CIS 20
Controls document ofers more technical detail for school network managers on how the
principles and processes set out in the 10 steps can be implemented.

Managing and maintaining frewalls in schools
Every establishment with a broadband connecton to the internet requires a frewall in order
to prevent unauthorised external access to its data and systems.
There may be some debate as to whether an individual school requires a dedicated, local
frewall if their broadband connection is to a trusted network (their Local Authority or
Regional Broadband Consortum, for example) which connects to the internet and provides
a robust frewall service. In these case, it may be argued, the school’s local network is
adequately protected and does not need its own frewall. While this may be appropriate for
small schools without dedicated IT staf it is unlikely to be satsfactory for larger ones where
what data going in and out of their network should be understood.
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If the broadband connecton is via a commercial ISP then a well managed local frewall will
be essental.
Typically, frewalls are either deployed as:
• a centralised service, in which the frewall is on the network that the school’s
broadband service connects to (e.g. Local Authority, or Regional Broadband
Consortum)s or
• locally, where the frewall is on the school’s own premises as either a dedicated
network device or part of another service (e.g gateway or fltering server).
Firewalls are complex systems that require management in order to deliver the appropriate
level of security and protecton from external threats. They may also require confguraton
changes to allow access to new services and applicatons required by the schools schools
need to ensure that any such confguraton changes do not compromise overall network
security and are documented through an approval process.
If your frewall is managed on your behalf by a third party then you need to reassure
yourself that:
•

the service level agreement (SLA) provided by the organisaton documents that
changes and updates to the frewall’s confguraton will be logged by authorised
users within the establishment, and undertaken quickly enough to maintain
operatonal efectveness within the school. Additonally, it should provide for
patches and fxes to be applied within a short period of tme to ensure that new
vulnerabilites are not exposeds

•

the expertse and experience of the engineering team providing the service are
suitably supported by a robust change management methodology to ensure changes
are not made without an appropriate level of assessment, testng, and
documentaton.

Schools may also consider enabling or installing sofware frewalls on individual servers to
provide an additonal layer of protecton.
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Additional cybersecurity measures
While frewalls are essental in order to protect today’s networks from atack, there are a
range of further measures that can be taken to provide a more complete and in-depth
security provision. Any of these measures will incur costs to a greater or lesser degree which
must be considered when assessing their potental usefulness.
Such measures may include:
• Intrusion Detecton/Preventon Systems
• Heuristc Threat Analysis
• Penetraton Testng
The extent to which any of them are considered will depend on the security requirements of
the school and its users but the same philosophy applies: these systems and services only
really deliver value when they are well confgured and well managed.
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Email security
There is a range of estmates for the percentage of emails which are spam - for example,
Talos Intelligence estmate 85% of emails sent in January 2019 were spam, whereas
Symantec’s 2018 Internet Security Threat Report (pdf) puts the fgure at 54.6% - but,
whichever percentage you agree with, there is no doubt that the ubiquity of email and its
extremely low cost, contnue to make it a common medium for transmitng threats.
A variety of threats use email as their delivery mechanism including: malware, ransomware,
and phishing. While mail security technology can be employed to detect and block the
majority messages designed to try to exploit users it only takes one to bypass these systems
for a potentally damaging incident to take place (see this BBC report, for example). It is
essental that any technological solutons are kept up to date in order to maintain accurate
details of the sources, signatures and techniques used by spammers and minimise the
probability of their success.
As noted above (Secure Confguraton) the risk of malware being installed on purpose or by
accident can be reduced by ensuring systems are “locked down” so that non-administratve
users cannot install any sofware. Similarly, the auto-running of specifc fles types should be
prevented either at the browser level or, if accessing email via a web-browser, by blocking
the fles themselves through a web-flter.
While dedicated email clients are stll used (MS Outlook, for example) many users now
access their email via a web browser. This being the case, it is essental that only the most
recent browser versions are deployed within the school and are regularly patched and
updated.
Most popular browsers employ a database of phishing and/or malware sites to protect
against the most common threats. These flters should be enabled by default and locked so
users cannot turn them of.
Similarly popup blockers should be turned on (specifc, trusted sites can be made
exceptons, as required) because popups are not only annoying, they can also host
embedded malware directly or lure users into clicking on something using social engineering
tricks. DNS fltering services can also block atempts to access these websites at the network
level.
Email represents one of the most interactve ways humans work with computers - which
makes it an ideal method of atack - so encouraging the right behaviour is just as important
as the technical setngs. However, as phishing emails become more sophistcated ordinary
users cannot be expected to be able to identfy every one: so sofware must be employed to
block these emails before they even reach email server and the users’ mailboxes.
Microsof’s Ofce365 web-based email system has become a target for email scams as it is
the system most widely used by both teaching and administratve staf in the UK's schools.
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Others do exist and sufer similar problems. There have been instances of user passwords
being compromised resultng in, for example, email forwarding rules being added to
mailboxes which target emails containing fnancial details and forward them to the hackers.
Another result of a cybersecurity breach may be to compromise the mail server or its clients
so that they become generators of spam emails: if a site or email address is identfed as a
source of spam, and/or other malware, it may be added to the email blacklists used by
providers to block unwanted emails. It is important that appropriate measures are in place
to ensure that this does not happen to your school. For example, email should only be
allowed out of the network from a dedicated mail server, and monitoring outgoing trafc so
that sudden spikes in can be identfed and blocked. You should also check that your service
provider has the correct measures in place to reduce the risk to the global community.
Educatng users about passwords (as noted above) is not only important for local network
security but also for email accounts. Ensuring users do not apply simple passwords is an
important way of protectng email systems from threatss “brute force” atacks are used by
atackers atemptng to access email accounts using a list of thousands of common
passwords, so setng more complex passwords, three random words, or pass-phrases, helps
to keep accounts secure.
In relaton to phishing JISC ofer simulated phishing and awareness training via KHIPU who
also ofer other cybersecurity related services in partnership with JISC.
CIS Control 7 is specifcally about Email and Web Browser protecton and the full,
downloadable documentaton provides extensive details on the preventatve steps that may
be taken.
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Conclusion
All schools need to ensure they have an appropriate cybersecurity strategy in place to
ensure the integrity of their data, networks and systems: regardless of whether they
procure and manage their own broadband services or subscribe to those provided by a Local
Authority or Regional Broadband Consortum (RBC).
The approach a school takes to cybersecurity issues and how it is documented is not statc.
As threats and personnel change over tme so the approach must change: it must be
managed, maintained and reviewed in the light of new and emerging issues and risks.
Key to managing cybersecurity is understanding where the responsibilites for diferent
aspects reside. To some extent, who is responsible for controlling them will difer depending
upon the school’s circumstances and level of in-house expertse. Of course, the ultmate
responsibility will always reside with the Senior Management Team but small schools may
choose, or need, to delegate these responsibilites to others: for example, a local frewall
managed by a trusted third party.
Local authorites and RBCs provide cybersecurity protecton as part of the services they
provide to schools.
Finally, as noted in the introducton, it is essental that schools understand how their
network is protected, and by whom, if incidents are to be understood and dealt with
efectvely.

The NCSC has assisted in the review of this guidance.
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Sources of further advice
(1) Naton Cyber Security Centre
htps://www.ncsc.gov.uk
Annual Review 2017 [pdf]
Informaton for small to medium-sized organisatons
Recent Incidents Report (changes regularly)
Response and Recovery Guide
Exercise in a Box
10-steps to cyber Security
TopTips for Staf
(2) GCHQ
htps://www.gchq.gov.uk/
CyberFirst
(3) Common cyber atacks: reducing the impact (pdf)
(4) Cyber Essentals Website
htps://www.cyberessentals.ncsc.gov.uk/
(5) Centre for Internet Security (CIS Controls v7)
htps://www.cisecurity.org/controls/
(6) Symantec 2018 Internet Security Report (pdf)
htps://www.symantec.com/content/dam/symantec/docs/reports/istr-23-2018-en.pdf
(7) Phishing Statstcs
htps://blog.barkly.com/phishing-statstcs-2018
(8) JISC simulated Phishing and Awareness Training
htps://www.khipu-networks.com/news/jisc-framework-simulated-phishing-associated-awareness-trainingservices/
(9) Acton Fraud
htps://www.actonfraud.police.uk/
(10) Get Safe Online
htps://www.getsafeonline.org/
(11) Cyber Streetwise
htps://www.cyberstreetwise.com
(12) Natonal Crime Agency
htp://www.natonalcrimeagency.gov.uk/crime-threats/cyber-crime
(13) Home Ofce:
htps://www.cyberaware.gov.uk/
(14) Informaton Commissioner's Ofce
htps://ico.org.uk/for-organisatons/report-a-breach/
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